Walking the walk, by Ellie Magritte
Presented at the I-DSD Conference, 7 June, Glasgow
(incl PPT presentation)

I am the parent of three fabulous children. One of the children was diagnosed at birth
with having Partial Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome.
I am also Administrator of dsdfamilies.org.
One single parent can not reflect the diversity that lives among the affected
community, so I was very pleased that Faisal Ahmed and I, supported by Jillian
Bryce, were successful in applying for a grant from the Yorkhill Children’s Charity
allowing us to invite just under 20 members of the affected community.
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I think this is hugely significant, if a little overdue…
As you can see from the slide we have travelled from all over Europe and beyond to
join you here in Glasgow.

Our joint expertise includes living with AIS and related conditions, gender
assignment and reassignment, dilation and moderating the largest DSD parent email
group worldwide.
We are well placed to work with you on developing optimal care and support for all
those affected and their families.
To make sure you know who to approach with all your burning questions, could I
ask parents and adults to quickly stand up.

Tomorrow morning we will have an informal meeting, parallel to the main
programme, to pool our joint expertise and explore issues like care and networking .
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Moving on to the main part of my presentation …walking the walk
I have tried to map what families experience as some of the key challenges to
parenting a child with a DSD…and also –and with the input from dsdfamilies intern
Miriam– what the main challenges are to growing up a confident young adult.
These challenges affect our ability to effectively and confidently take on the
responsibility of caring for our kids or caring for ourselves.
Now, nothing of what I will say here will be new to you …you already know that these
are the challenges we face, … you will have experienced it in your clinics, or you will
have read about it in Journals, we talk about them and about what we might do…
…we talk the talk easily enough, but we find it much harder to walk the walk, to put
our knowledge into practice.
These are the levels of responsibility:

(Slide 6 – 13):
-First big challenge for some of us, Gender assignment, social pressures and
medical complexity
-Next big challenge: Lack of accessible and positive information on medical,
psychological and practical aspects of DSD, but also on sex and gender;
-Lack of accessible and comprehensive information regarding what surgery can and
cannot achieve and of an alternative vision to surgery, i.e. raising kids living with
genital difference.
-Stress brought on by comments and language from medics, friends, and
sensationalist media
-Hospital visits
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-Isolation, fuelling anxiety and stress
-A big challenge for some parents is gender doubt - resulting from a failure to
understand gender and having a profound impact on the relationship between parent
and child.
-Possibly the main challenge for many parents is how to share information with a
child about his or her condition…

(Above: Slide 13)
There is nothing there you did not know about, is there?
But are we doing enough about it?
We talk about it, don’t we, but do we really walk the walk as well?
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We want our kids to grow up to become happy and confident young adults…resilient,
with good self-esteem and a positive body-image…
What are their challenges?
(SLIDE 14 – 23):

- All too often, when parents bring a little child to the MDT who is really coming for
help…?? .Let’s not confuse care for the parents with care for kids…
-Learning about early surgery and dealing with gonadectomy when you don’t know
what it means
-Stress about social aspects of not having periods…
-…followed by learning to live with infertility and the worry ‘will a partner accept my
infertility’…
-Learning about the condition, can be a challenge…but does not need to be; for
some understanding the reasons behind hospital visits, surgery etc….can be a relief
like in ‘is that it?’
-Anger ‘why me?’; and just like their parents : Isolation
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-Just like parents …our young adults are challenged by not knowing how best to
share this with friends and partners: who , when, what?
-Challenges relating to HRT… how can we work better together in ensuring that HRT
mimics what is best, what is natural…?
-It is a big thing for an adolescent to talk about genitals and feelings to a doctor …are
we as parents and doctors equipping them properly….?
And finally: Sex….Surgery and dilation are focused on the functional aspects of sex;
where do they go to learn about relationships, and that sex is about pleasure and
fun?
(I’d like to make a quick comment here in parenthesis: life does not stop at 18… for
many that’s when it begins …..
Whilst I am focusing today on working with you to get the foundations right… there
are many adults who really need psychological support and dedicated care. I hope
we can address those issues too during this conference)

Coming back to my presentation:
Various conditions will identify additional or less challenges…, other people may give
more or less weight to some of these challenges than I have done…
But the majority of our challenges will be the same. You know this. You write about
it.
We talk about it. But do we also walk the walk?
Do we really link up all we know into comprehensive care and support?

So what tools do we, together, have in tackling these challenges? What would
walking the walk mean in practice… ?
Here are a few ideas…
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1. SUPPORT GROUPS AND FAMILIES
Support Groups have taken on the burden in tackling many of these challenges, and
they all too rarely get the recognition for this….
But we can do more:
SLIDE 25-28

a. Sharing Expertise
We are the experts in the everyday life of DSD, but we are not always very good at
sharing our practical experiences and problem-solving skills beyond our
membership;
We often slip into complaining about ‘what has gone wrong’ rather than – also –
share what went right.
To develop a new narrative we need more parents and more young people and more
adults to share their expertise beyond Facebook and email groups.

b. Lobby together for more psychological care
Not helped by the varying management plans for various conditions, we fail to look
beyond the differences that exist between conditions…when really we have so much
in common.
For example, when we all – Hypospadias, CAH, Turner, 46 XY - identify the lack of
psychological support for families, young people and adults as a major shortcoming
in care, how much more effectively can we lobby for this when we work together….?
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If we all petition that psychology should not be ’a last-resort’… ‘ for those with
problems’ but a properly integrated part of care that we should seek to deliver in
more innovative and creative ways....
If we appeal for more support during transition and more investment in developing
adult dsd services…
will we not be more effective and successful?
c. Reinforce the ‘ordinary’
Sometimes it seems that all our doctors want to talk about is ‘gender, genitalia and
genes’…. But WE don’t have to..
Are we allowing ourselves to get too easily side-tracked by the ‘exceptionalism’ of
DSD …. failing to see that many of our challenges are not so different from ‘ordinary
life’.
If we can do that, than we can connect with existing resources and support
campaigns about body-image and self-esteem, anti-bullying, identity, relationships,
…and adapt them to our needs.
I’ d like to put ‘ordinary’ back into DSD.

2. EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS

Production of educational materials has been systematically highlighted in research
as a major priority….
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…but all too often we risk that such materials limit themselves to sex development,
explaining the ‘Normal’ versus the ‘Wrong’ , rather than placing the ‘Variations’
alongside the ‘Typical’.
Psychological support is enshrined in the consensus statement as a fundamental
aspect of optimal care …but in reality the provision is inadequate.
You know this.
All of you here representing DSD teams might tick the box on a questionnaire as to
whether you provide psychological support…but how much of that really involves
psychological expertise in DSD... and how much of that is lip-service, tokenism…?

Educational materials are not so much about sex development. Nor can they ever be
an alternative to psychological one-to-one care.
But they can provide a fail-safe level of psychological and practical advice, drawing
on our joint expertise of lived and professional experience.
As an example, I’d like to share some pages with you from a visual story I wrote with
Dr John Achermann (UCL, London), and with input from other parents and other
clinicians…to explain to my daughter how her body developed and what we are to
expect.
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I placed her story in the context of our family and her personality, only using positive,
easy-to-understand words presented in a style that engages teens, and using her
favourite colours …even for the vibrator!

A little while ago, I shared this leaflet with her on a relaxed Sunday morning in mum
and dad’s big bed: Gonads like testes that do a lot of good things, and xy
chromosomes which the school never tells you about… that was not scary to her
I know that for my daughter this is really only a small step in a long journey… but I
think we built a strong foundation
We know what we need, now let’s put it into practice and walk the walk.
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3. CLINICAL CARE

Finally, I’d like to introduce four small steps to ‘walking the walk’ in clinical care:

a. Using Neutral Language
If you say ‘Ellie’s glass is half –full’ that means something different than when you
would say ‘Ellie’s glass is half-empty’.
That is because the words are value-laden, they often imply something beyond what
we mean.
It is the same with the words you use when discussing DSD.
I have made a quick overview on the basis of the abstract booklet of this
conference….
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Some of you might say, but this is a medical conference, we would not use these
words in front of our patients and their families….
But it is right here that we develop best practice and that we set the tone of how to
care, and of what is important in care.

b. Review meetings
Once a diagnosis and early management plan are achieved, there is a danger that
the diagnostic team thinks "job done", whereas for the family it is only the start of the
journey, the start of a series of challenges.
In addition, doctors may think that because the family has been explained a
diagnosis, it’s cemented in everyone’s mind forever…
But traumatic births are not that easily forgotten…and DSD conditions are not
learned about after just one explanation.
A review-meeting, some considerable time after the diagnosis, and earlier for
affected kids who are firstborn than for those who have siblings, can revisit the birth
and the assignment process, can revisit the complexities of the condition in a ‘every
question is a good question’ way, allowing doctors to make sure that parents fully
understand the diagnosis, that there is a medium to long term care plan in place and
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that parents are fully equipped, emotionally and intellectually, to take on the
responsibility of care.
I doubt whether parents are ever in a position to give fully informed consent until
such a thorough review has taken place.

c. Workshops for parents, teens and young adults
Last year, I heard Christopher Houk talk about Quality of Life in CAH. As part of his
conclusion, he said ‘Like other DSD’s, outcome appears to be associated with social
support, in particular parents and family’. Others have mentioned a similar message.
As always … we talk about it!
But if we know this….then what are we doing in practice to maximise the benefits of
social support… ?
Doctors are not responsible for the friends we keep and the family we have, but you
can equip us to negotiate some of the challenges which are so specific to DSD, help
us develop a language, and help us speak it with confidence and fluency.
Workshops bring together families with experts in an informal atmosphere;
-provide peer support and therefor reduce isolation,
-promote understanding and adaptation, and
-facilitate the exchange of practical strategies for raising a child and
-for sharing information with child, family and friends,
thus making for more relaxed parenting, and better-supported kids.
They can be a place where young people can get to know each other and talk about,
learn to talk about their body, relationships, things that matter to them…they can
meet their doctors in a more relaxed, informal environment …and so we equip them
to take on the responsibility for their care.
Organising such workshops doesn’t cost the earth, they can be hosted by individual
teams, or hosted in partnership with a support group or a network of hospitals.
Feedback forms can help you evaluate them.
All it requires is commitment.
It’s not ‘talking’ about the value of social support …it’s ‘walking the walk’
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d. Sex is for fun

And finally, if ‘functionality for sexual intercourse’ is such an important consideration
at Gender assignment…than why are we not supporting our young people more to
learn about self-esteem, relationships and good sex?
If sex is such an important consideration when judging one’s Quality of Life… than
why are we not investing much more in making sure our young adults have the best
possible sex?
Surgery is never going to be ‘successful’ and our Quality of Life studies never rosy
as long as we only focus on functionality, and not on the really important stuff
like:
-accepting yourself and the condition you have
-body image and self-esteem,
-social skills and relationships,
-and pleasure and fun –with a partner or by yourself
As well as ‘the ordinary’, I want us to put ‘good sex’ back into DSD and to nurture
the knowledge that builds self-esteem …which provides the basis of the caring
relationships that underpin good, fulfilling sex…

Coming to the end of my presentation… I think these are good illustrations of some
small steps we can all take to walk the walk….
There is at least one more thing missing though, and that is working together in
partnership: frequently, amicably, and constructively…without anyone feeling they
are crossing ‘enemy lines’.
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And that means moving together
into a phase of closer collaboration
and much, much better
communication,

To a point…
…Where everyone works together as part of a shared enterprise to achieve optimal
Quality of Life for those affected, and a more positive experience for their families;
…Where lived experience and peer support is valued as much as the expertise of
the Multidisciplinary Team.
…Where scientific and psychological research happens, and, supported by all
stakeholders, provides….at last…statistically reliable results
…And where there is equal investment in Education and Training as in Research.

Anything else would be an unsatisfactory makeshift, do-it-yourself solution.
But you know all this. You know what we need to do….You know it better than me.
So let’s stop just talking the talk, and let’s walk the walk.
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